ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS FOR PRODUCTION PLANTS
QUARRY MINING LLC (QM) design, manufacture and install Crushing & Screening plants in compliance with European standards,
while adhering to the same safety standards and features that you would expect of equipment produced in Europe. QM is certified
for quality management by ISO Certificate 9001:2008 and for environmental management by ISO Certificate 14001:2004 from the
German Technical Inspection Association TÜV Rheinland/Germany, and include the continuous integration of all upgrades. QM is
founded and managed by German Nationals but located in the United Arab Emirates. QM can supply high-quality plants with very
competitive prices.
Screening and crushing always creates dust, this is the nature of the production process. It’s impossible to
crush material without dust, but how to reduce the dust development to a minimum and how you even can
benefit from it?
Quarry Mining provides a wide range of environmental solutions to minimize and control dust emission
and spillage from conveyor which is a major concern for many screening and crushing plants. The environmental production requirements are getting more strong from year to year. But it is not only in regard to the
environment, also the operation personal need to be protected. With dedust plants from Quarry Mining we
ensure the reduce the dust emission to a minimum. Furthermore the final product is more clean, in regards
to fines. Using high efficient and latest state-of-the-art filter systems from FAV Vollert KG (Germany) as a
key component for our systems we ensure highest availability and well proved systems to our clients. With
many years of experiences, we can provide a solution for
every application. Using self-cleaning bag filter systems,
the maintenance costs are at a very low level, same as the operation costs. With
over 35 plants in operation we are able to source from a huge range of experiences
and can provide the right solution for your application.
Dust is not always an unwanted waste product, there are also many applications
requiring such fines. Beside the environmental protection usage of such a system
the fines can be used for some special applications, such as mortar and plaster
fabrication. Some industries pay a very high price for such fines. In combination
with an optional sifter system it is possible to produce a real value product, which
can be sold at high prices.
Quarry Mining is your partner whenever you need support for environmental solutions, filter systems, and sifter systems. All systems are compatible to our standard plants as well can be integrated to every individual
plant.

For more information, visit www.quarrymining.net
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